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Executive Summary 

The Yangon urban context is one with multiple contradictions and a lot of eyes fixed on 
it, and such contradictions are overarching on several scales. This report attempts to 
uncover some of these contradictions relevant to disaster risk mitigation and disaster 
justice as tools of approaching social justice. The methodology used to highlight those 
contradictions starts from focusing on four lenses on the national level; Land, Citizen-
ship, Finance, and Heritage, all in relation to disaster risk mitigation.

It then moves into the city level, acknowledging the current practices and directions. 
Furthermore, the highlighting is done through pointing out and analysing existing para-
doxes, flawed arguments, and repositioning them to harvest solutions to the issues they 
originally posed.  This pivoting is done on two levels based on the research question, 
"Disaster Justice as a tool of upgradation: Under what conditions can collective models 
of risk mitigation lead to more socially just urban environments?”. The first of which is 
the site level where socio-economic paradoxes are redirected towards leveraging the 
quality of life of the inhabitants throughout pilot projects collectively funded and man-
aged (A solar power collective, and a bridge building collective). The second level is the 
wider city/national level, where the four lenses mentioned above would be directed 
towards enhancing preparedness, recovery, and resilience.

The report proposes utilizing disaster justice and resilience to fill a transformational gap 
between the current directions and a wider vision incorporating the livelihoods of the 
urban poor in future planning proposals. It also attempts to tackle social justice on the 
studied levels throughout touching on community and governmental practices relevant 
to the field in the process of analysis and in forming the strategies overall. The report 
then elaborates on some of the challenges of applying this proposal, specifically in re-
gards to the state and private actors, and finishes with a brief reflection on what the 
project added to the contributors to this report�
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စီမံကိန္း ၏အိက၏အခက္၏အက္မခမး 

 ရန္ကုန္ျမိိဳ ၏ျမိိဳျပ၏ေျအ၏ေနနသည္ ၏မခိိးမခိိးေနမ ၀ိေရမအမိခမး်ားႏွင္၏္အင္္္အင္္ ႏွက္်ားက ္ျပီး ၏
ေနနမးးကချျစ္အခက္ရႏွနိသည္္။ ဤ၏စီရငအ္ံစမ နသည ္ အူမႏွိေရး္အိုင္ရမးရမးမႏွခးမႏွိကို ၏ေျအအံ၍ 
အခဉ္းကပ္ကမ နဘမ၀ေဘး၏်ၱားရမ ္ေအခႏွမပ္ပးနက္နမေစျအင္း်ားႏွင္္  နဘမ၀  ၏ေဘး၏်ားၱရမ ္္အိငု္ရမ  
၀ိေရမအမိခမးကုိ၏ေျမ္ ုး္နိုင္ရန ္ ႀကိိးစမး မးနသည္္။ ၏္အိုပပ ၀ိေရမအိမခမးကုိ မီးေမမငး္ ုိးျပရမးကင ္
နိုင္ငေံးမ္၏္အင္္ ၏ပိုင္းကကမခမးျျစ္နသည္္၏ေျမ မပိငု္္အိုငမ္ႏွိင္မွဳ၊ ်ားိုင္ငံနမးျျစ္မႏွိင္မွဳ၊ ဘကမေရး်ားႏွင္္ 
၏ေမက၏်ားႏွစ ္မခမးကို နဘမ၀ေဘး၏်ၱားရမ ေ္အခႏွမ္ပပးနက္နမေစျအင္း်ားႏွင္္ ္အက္စပ ္စဉ္းစမး နကမးမသည္္။  

  ိုဳေနမက္အက္ရႏွ ိ ကခင္္နံုးေနေနမ ၏ေအ္၏ကခင္္မခမးင္မွဳ၊ အမ္းသည န္မႏွိမခမး ကို သည္္နကင္၏း 
စဉ္းစမးးပီး၏ျမိိဳျပ၏္အင္္နိုသို႔ ္အက္အက ္ အခဉ္းကပ္မသည္္။ းသည္္အဲ ၀ိေရမအမိခမးင္မွဳ၊ အခိိဳ ကင္းအခက္ရႏွိေနမ 
၏ျငင္းပကမးမႏွိမခမးကိ ု အကျဲအမ္းစိး္ျျမျပီး မရူင္းျပ နမမခမး၏းကက္ ၏ေျျ ုး္ေပးမသည္ျျစ္နသည္္။  
ထ ို႔အျပင္၏ ေဘး၏်ၱားရမ ္၏းကက ္ ၾကိိးင္ျပင္္အငမ္ႏွိကိ ု၏္အင္္ျမႏွင္္းင္မႏွိကိရိ မ ၏ျျစ ္ စဉ္းစမးးပီး 
နုေးနနေမးအကန္း းစ္အုကိ ု ၏ေျအအံ၍၏ ေ္အမင္ရကက္ မးနသည္္။  “နဘမ၀ေဘး၏်ၱားရမ ္၏းကက္ 
စုေပပင္းအပု္ေ္အမင္ျအင္းနသ္ည မသည္နသည္ ္၏ေျအ၏ေနမခိိးးကင္ ၏ ျမိိဳျပပး္၀န္းကခင္ က ္အူမႏွိေရး၏ရ 
ဦးေ္အမင္အမ္းျပေပး်ုိားင္မအ”ဲ ဟ၍ူ၏ ျျစ္နသည္္။ ၏္အိုပပေမးအကန္းမႏွ အူမႏွိစီးပကမး ၏ေျအ၏ေနမခမးနသည္ 
ရပ္ကကက္၏္အင္္းကင ္၏မခမးစုေပပင္း၍ ကို ္ ူကို ္  စီမံေ္အမငရ္ကက္ၾကေနမအပု္ငန္းမခမး (ဥပမမ- 
ကို ္ ူကို ္  းံးမးေ္အမက္ျအင္းင္မွဳ၊ ကို ္ ူကို ္  အခႏွပ္စစမ္ီးရရန္အပု္ေ္အမင္ျအင္း ၏ေၾကမင္္   
အူေနမႏွိ၏္အင္္ကို၏္ျမႏွင္္းင္ရန ္ဦးးသ္ည  အမနိုင္နသည္္။ ပိုမိုကခ ္ျပန္သို႔ေနမ၏ျမိိဳန ္င္မွဳ၊ နိုငင္ံေးမ္၏္အင္္ 
မခမးးကင ္ ၏ က္းကင္ေျမ္ျပအဲ္ေနမ ၏ပိုင္းကကမခမး၏မးျျင္္၏ေဘး၏်ၱားရမ ္ အံ်ုိားင္ရသည္င္မွဳ၊ 
ၾကိိးင္ျပင္္အင္မႏွိင္မွဳ၊၏ျပန္အသည္ ေူ မင္ေရးးိုသို႔ကို၏ျမႏွင္္းင္်ားိုင္နသည္္။  

 အက္ရႏွိစီမအံခက္မခမး်ားႏွင္္၏ျမိိဳျပေန၏ ္အင္းရဲနမးျပသည္နူ းိုသို႔ ၏ စမး၀း္ေနေရး ၏ေျအ၏ေန 
မခမးၾကမး၏ ကကမဟေနမႏွိမခမးကို၏ ေဘး၏်ၱားရမ ္အံနိငု္ရသည်္ားႏွင္္၏ၾကိိးင္ျပင္္အငမ္ႏွိ မခမးကို၏ ၏နံုးအခ၍  
၏နမဂး္၏စီမံကိန္းမခမးးကင္ျျသည္္းင္းနို္င္ရန္၏ အု၏စီရင္အစံမက၏၏္အိုးင္နကင္း မးနသည္္။   
အူ ု်ားႏွင္္ ၏စိုးရကခင္္နံုးအခႏွက္ရႏွိေနမ မအူ၏ေျအ၏ေနကိုနံုးနပ္ျအင္း်ားႏွင္္ စီမံကနိ္းေရး္အကမဲႏွိ္အိုငရ္မ 
အုပ္ ံုးအုပ္နသည္းမခမးကို၏ေအ္အမးပီး အူမႏွိေရး္အိုငရ္မ းရမးမခႏွးမႏွိကိ ု ကိုင္းက ္်ားိငု္ရန ္
ၾကိိးပမ္း မးနသည္္။  ိုဳ၏ျပင္  အ ု ၏္အိုျပိအခက္းကင္ၾကံိေးကဳရမသည္္ စိန္ေအခမႏွိမခမး ၏ ူးနျျင္္ 
ပုဂၢအိက်ားႏွင္္ ၏မခမး၏ ေ္အမင္ရကကမ္ႏွိ္အိုင္ရမ ကိစၥရပမ္ခမးကုိ ၏ေနးစိးေ္္အကးေ်ားကး မးးပီး  
စီမံကိန္း၏းကက ္ဤ၏စီရင္အံစမ ၏ျျသည္္စကက္အခက္မခမးကို ၏ကခဉ္းအခိပ္ေျမ္ျပ၍၏္အံုးနး္ မးနသည္္။  
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Disaster group consisted of six members come from five nations; China, Japan, Korea, 
Netherlands and Syria. As each country has established diverse relations and stories with 
Myanmar, our group members easily could focus on their interests in Myanmar. We have 
endeavoured to address group tasks regarding 'disaster risk mitigation’ based on our 
majors and learnings in the BUDD course. Before we start this journey, we hoped to 
broaden our perspectives and spectrums for complex issues in the field of development. 
We have finally, during this workshop, realised the real meaning of 'situated knowledge' 
and 'reversal of positionality and professionality' with YTU peer students, WFW and CAN 
coordinators� 
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1.1. Study background 1 - Myanmar, Yangon, and Ward 67

Significant social reform and urbanization in myanmar

Myanmar has been reforming its nation through a 'triple transition'; in the political, eco-
nomic and national reconciliation domains (Anu, 2013). In 2015, the general election 
showed democratic victory against the military government, and economic change to-
wards a more market-based economy and a peaceful process aiming to end decades of 
conflict. Myanmar is now urbanizing rapidly. According to the census report in 2014, a 
third of the total population in Myanmar was living in the urban area (Department of 
Population, 2014). From 2010s, it outstands the pace of urbanization due to the political 
and economic opening of the country. If the 2010s pace of urbanization continues, the 
urban population will exceed the rural by near 2040 (Forbes, 2016).

Yangon's urban development characteristics 

Yangon is Myanmar's largest city with a population of about 7 million, and is the com-
mercial capital of the nation (MIMU,2014). Yangon City was founded in 1752 and re-
planned as the capital city of Myanmar in 1852 for 50,000 residents during the British 
colonial era. In 1948, after independence, Yangon population increased by 600,000 and 
many people  moved into Yangon, living in squatter area (Corporation, Consultants, & 
Co, 2014). As Yangon is surrounded by rivers, the city has extended northwards from the 
CBD area. By 1988, three new satellite towns; South and North Okkalapa and Thaketa, 
were planned as part of a slum clearance and to mitigate the lack of housing. In 1989, 
Yangon widened eastwards and westwards with the construction of the Dagon area and 
Hlaingtharyar region, and most of the industrial zones were moved to those areas.

Yangon's informal settlements and ward 67

Officially, the number of squatters is only 37,683 of Yangon's total residents, 5,156,646 
(0.7 percent). However, an estimation in 2012 showed that about 500,000 people were 
squatters (10 percent) (Gomez-Ibanez et al, 2012), and experts expected that number to 
rise up to 30 percent of people in Yangon, including not only squatters, but inhabitants of 
informal settlements in some way (Forbes, 2016). The informal residents have not only 
lack of legal claim to land or housing and lack of basic urban services, but also they are 
living in unstable conditions and are at risk of eviction. And typical informal settlement 
areas are constantly affected by weather condition. During the raining season, the sites 
may be exposed to the risk of floods, and they are also prone to fire in the dry season 
(Forbes, 2016). Ward 67 is located in Dagon Seikkan Township which has the highest 
population of informal settlements in the total township population (YCDC, 2012). It has 
Over 4,000 squatter households, and it represents what could be branded as a typical 
informal settlement.

Fig�3� From national scale to ward scale in MyanmarWard 67 levelCity and Township levelNational level

Ward 67
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Disaster risks and myanmar

According to the INFORM Report (Fig.4), Myanmar is one of the very high disaster risk 
regions (INFORM, 2017). Myanmar has been affected by regular cyclones, floods, earth-
quakes, landslides, drought and fires due to its topography and climate. In particular, 
'Cyclone Nargis' in 2008 affected 2.4 million of people and over 140,000 killed (OCHA, 
2016). The disaster damage was substantial because of the undeveloped infrastructure 
and public services. The event provoked criticism of the government's response capacity 
and preparedness plans. At the time, Myanmar was an internationally isolated country, 
under military junta since gaining independence in 1948. The government had been crit-
icized and faced international sanctions by 2012. From the aftermath, Myanmar devel-
opment was stunted and resulted in 25 percent of the country’s citizens living in poverty 
(Smith et al., 2017) and the poverty also decreased individuals' and communities' ca-
pacity and resilience. High disaster risk in Myanmar still remains and increases because 
of climatological trends, urbanization, population growth, poverty and climate change.

Disaster risks as "windows of opportunity"

As the Myanmar case, "disasters are fundamentally social phenomena" and "the disrup-
tion of a disaster can unmark social inequalities (Bolin & Stanford, 1998)". And the term 
of 'Disaster Risk' composed of hazard(H), vulnerability(V) and lack of coping capacity(C) 
and Figure 5 illustrates this interaction as follows (USAID,2011). We can change the risk 
situation through the implementation of disaster risk reduction measures such as pre-
vention, mitigation, preparedness, risk financing, and stand-by for recovery. Moreover, 
disasters, disaster risks and their processes can be a foundation for rebuilding Myan-
mar's social inequalities.   

1.2. Study background 2 - Disaster risk and Myanmar

Fig�4� Myanmar INFORM 2017 Risk Index (INFORM, 2017)

Fig�5� The Formulation of Disaster risk (USAID, 2011)
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1.3. Objectives of the report and its structure

Objectives of the report

The objective of this report to find out alternative directions for disaster risk reduction 
and upgradation in ward 67 based on the situated knowledges and relavant key actors 
and to enhence the slum environment through proposing community-led interventions 
and establishing new connections from local level to international level. In orther to 
achieve this objective, we attemped to answer the question “Under what conditions 
can collective models of risk mitigation lead to more socially just urban environments?” 
Existing knowledges and practices were capitalized on to design a localized approach to 
reach more equitable disaster justice distribution across the ward. This approach tries to 
place scalarity, temporalities, and socio-economic risks as a compass to allow for longer 
term, larger scale, and wider scope of effect possibilities when scaling up.

Structure of the report

The objective of this report based on the brief backgrounds of Myanmar's transpor-
mation in a time of transition and disaster risk environment was explained in the intro-
duction part. After this introduction, Chapter 2 will describe the theoretical approaches 
and key notions to interpret existing social, economical circumstances and disaster risk 
conditions and to establish proposal plan. And the each element will be interacted with 
analysis approach part. In Chapter 3, through four lenses; Land, Citizenship, Finance, and 
Heritage and notion of paradox will provide us situated problems during both everyday 
life and disaster period. From the outcomes, we will deduce research question and set 
up mathodology and mathods. For logical argument, the analysis approach will be dvid-
ed three part; Existing direction, Proposed transformation, and Filling transformational 
gap; The Existing direction part will go though interventions from National-level to ward 
level and on-site conditions. Summary of analysis describes gap between existing di-
rections. Based on the interpretation, alternative interventions will be introduced with 
vision, principle, guidelines, and strategies. Through the Transformational Gap part, we  
will suggest ideal recovery steps to achieve better future based on proposed transforma-
tion. In Chapter 4, Conclusion will explain our outcomes and limitations of the work and  
personal reflections. 
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2. THeOreTIcaL aPPrOacH
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2�1� Concept of Four Lenses 

Fig�6� Four lenses as entry point for unpacking complexity of Miyanmer (Disaster group, 2018)

Starting from four lenses for theoretical approach

Choosing the four lenses of approach was necessary to define a starting point of looking 
into the urban context of the country. On the national level, the lenses contributed to a 
loop of transformational and transitional shifts on this level, also reflected on the small-
er levels of the township and the smallest of the ward. These shifts are not necessarily 
taking the country in the healthiest of directions, thus highlighting the flaws in the logics 
behind those shifts was necessary to demonstrate the need for alternative shifts of the 
discourse, hence the notion of the paradox. After demonstrating such needs, a trans-
formational gap was proposed to showcase the possibilities localized development has 
in breaking that loop, all using disaster risk mitigation strategies as proxy to the larger 
urban transformation.

Approaching the complexity of the context necessarily required specific entry points that 
would provide snapshots of the situation in the state. The picked “four lenses” of focus 
were chosen as they -together- provide a sufficiently whole picture of the socio-political 
situation in the state of Myanmar.
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land: With ownership of land being -in theory- not an option, taking a look 
at options of land security and their feasibility allows for a better under-
standing of the urban temporaries in the context�

Citizenship: The highly contested issue of citizenship in Myanmar allows for 
it to provide a fair representation of the “citizen” in the eyes of the state.

Finance: Accessibility to funds, whether public or otherwise, is a good indi-
cator of the purchasing power of the income of the urban poor�

Heritage: The extremely rich heritage of the state has turned into an issue 
with the escalation of the war. Understanding the ethnic and religious her-
itage of the context would allow for its utilization in positive social contexts 
reconciling the divide rather than enhancing it�

History of Myanmar 4 lenses

Land
Citizenship

Finance
Urban Heritage1990s 2000s 2010s
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2.2. Transformation & Transition

The loop in fig. 7 represents the set of current urban processes and practices in Myan-
mar generally, and Yangon specifically. The lines forming the loop are the four lenses pre-
viously explained, and the following explanation of transformation and transition should 
elaborate on those very processes in an abstract manner.

Transition:

Urban transition is defined as the shift from rural to urban and from agricultural employ-
ment to industrial, commercial, or service employment. This definition cannot apply in 
this case as it marginalizes the non-capitalist elements of transition, elements that do 
not necessarily directly link to macro-economic indicators, but largely affect them indi-
rectly as shapers of the resulting socio-economic sphere of the urban.

The concept of “urban transition” (Gibbs, 1963) denotes the process of transformation 
from mostly rural settlement systems made up of numerous and scattered hamlets and 
villages that are relatively homogeneous in their size and functions to almost entirely 
urban systems composed of a much more differentiated set of elements.

The urban transition almost always involves wrenching social adjustment as small agri-
cultural communities are forced to adjust rapidly to post-agricultural ways of life. One 
immediate problem planners face in approaching this challenge is how to define, differ-
entiate, and map what is rural, urban, and transitional (i.e., peri-urban). 

Transformation:

Transformation here is defined as an interrelated series of materially-led practices, 
whereby the form, substance and overall dimensions of urban space are purposefully 
changed to reflect the principles of a more equitable social order.

This means the process of transformation necessitates the re-prioritization of planning 
issues in terms of employing and deploying human skills and expertise with the view to 
solve extant problems, eliminate red-tape, rationalize and systematize projects and pro-
grammes that expedite the translation into practice of specific objectives.

Fig.7. Concepts of transformation & transition (Disaster group, 2018)
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2.3. The Notion of Paradox & Transformational Gap

The notion of the paradox:
The four lenses of Land, Citizenship, Finance, and Heritage were used to look at the na-
tional level practices of urbanization, and to serve as indicators of the levels of certain 
values within those practices, such as inclusion/exclusion, social justice, and equitable 
accessibility to basic needs and services.

The paradox entry point serves two main roles in this scenario, the first is to highlight 
and further explore the conflicted nature of different narratives, practices, and imple-
mentations of controversial urban policies, throughout analysing the utilization of po-
litical puns as tools of transformation. The second purpose of the paradoxical approach 
is maintaining a constant in the analysis/proposals across different scalarities and tem-
poralities. This constant is evident on the national level, as well as both the township 
level and the studied site level, and every paradox of the ones highlighted in this report 
becomes more assertive of the one before it the smaller the scale gets.

Philosophers are by no means in complete agreement about the correct way to define 
paradox, but each of the prominent definitions points to an important feature of para-
dox. Very early in the Western philosophical tradition, Aristotle – the philosopher often 
called ‘farther’ of systematic logic – studies and attempted to solve paradoxes. For him, 
paradoxes were flawed arguments, and to solve a paradox was to point to the flaw in the 
argument (Cuonzo, 2014: 11 - 12).

And this definition reflects exactly how this report is utilizing the paradox, as proxy to 
highlight a flaw in a bigger picture, in an argument that seems normative but, if exam-
ined thoroughly, contradicts its own premises and logical purposes.

The transformational gap:
The representation of the continuum of Transition/Transformation as a mobius strip 
stems from the fact that this never-ending circular process is repetitive yet distinct, with 
two directions in mind, the straight direction in which transition is being built up on the 
consequences of transformation, and the curved direction in which transformation is 
interrupting transition and adjusting the urban processes.

From this notion of interruption comes the idea of defining the transformational gap, 
examining the four lenses, and closely identifying disaster-related paradoxes that could 
be utilized to interrupt the current trajectories of transition. The (in)visible inequalities 
and priorities that should be focused on as catalysts of an urban transformation.

Transition

Transition
At present

Land
Citizenship

Finance
Urban Heritage

Political direction
and exsisting condition

Transformation
Alternative direction
based on exsisting condition

Transformational Gap

BUDD Field Trip

Finding (in)visible inequalities
and priorities

Paradox

Fig�8� Paradox & transformational gap from concepts of transformation and transition (Disaster group, 2018)
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The state-recognized disasters mostly exclude socioeconomic and environmental contra-
dictions that generate disasters by making people vulnerable in the first place. Discussion 
of disaster justice, then, is limited to the immediate state responses to understanding 
disasters as natural episodes. (Huang, 2018) Moving beyond that to treat disasters as a 
socio-economic phenomenon, and risk as a social construct necessarily requires looking 
at the social conditions underlying any vulnerable urban context when examining disas-
ter related aspects�

We can think of “community hazard” as a combination of a community’s “physical vul-
nerability” and its “social vulnerability.” Here, “community” means, as a geographer 
might put it, “the totality of social system interactions” contained within a “defined geo-
graphic space.” (Cutter, 2008. Cited by Verchick, 2013). Verchick goes on to argue for the 
need to widen the community hazard framework beyond geophysical factors to include 
the socio-economic. However, admitting to social vulnerabilities doesn’t mean adhering 
to them. On the contrary, the proposal capitalizes on the concept of human capacity in-
troduced by Amartya Sen to redistribute vulnerabilities, catalyse collective participation 
in recovery, and recognize those in need of higher resilience over the long term.

As a continuum of the previously explained points, the utilization of this concept in the 
research comes as proxy to reach a broader social justice. This instrumentalization is 
crucial as the absence of disaster justice is dealt with very much directly by the residents, 
and has a very overarching effect over their lives, their perception, and thus state poli-
cies dealing with their conditions. The elaboration on the technical aspects of recovery 
curves paves the way for grounded strategies to be thoroughly guided aiming at achiev-
ing the the Rs (Response. Recovery. Resilience) in a more sustainable manner for the 
future�

2.4. Disaster Justice (Disaster & Risk)

2.5. Recovery Curve (Disaster Preparedness & Risk Mitigation)

An idealised recovery curve would distribute the three “R”s as follows (see fig.9), utiliz-
ing response and recovery to build up future resilience. This approach, although mostly 
used by the state with regards only to the geophysical, can be projected on the socioec-
onomic structure affected by disasters or under the risk of being so, as the vanishing of 
livelihoods could itself be seen as a considerable disaster. (Huang, 2018).

However, in communities where the initial resilience is lower than that of what is con-
sidered as formal housing, and with the lack of governmental support whatsoever, the 
recovery curve significantly differs. Where the initial response to disasters might be col-
lective - Possibly, but not probably -, the early recovery and reconstruction are mainly in-
dividual, take longer to be achieved, get no support from the state, and are often capped 
at the initial pre-disaster resilience.

The gaps between the legal and “illegal” in terms of aid and resilience capacity building 
should be addressed as it forms in itself a paradox where the most vulnerable to disas-
ters are the most deprived in the face of it. (fig.10)
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2.6. Summary of the theoretical approach
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Fig�9� Idealised Recovery Curve (Laliemant, 2013)

Fig�10� Idealised Recovery Curve Comparison between Legal and Ward 67 Dweller’s Condition Disaster group, 2018)
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Summary of the theoretical approach

The focus of the scope of study is tight on disaster risk mitigation and disaster justice as a 
tool of urban upgradation. The starting point with the four lenses highlighted a recurring 
loop of patterns in the urban discourse in the nation. This loop formed of urban transi-
tions and transformations is not flawless, on the contrary, it is very much flawed with 
several illogical arguments, demonstrated by the paradoxes mentioned before. A trans-
formational gap that would ultimately eliminate those flaws could be achieved through-
out contrasting the idealised recovery curve diagram by Laliemant, and the actual dwell-
ers recovery process we found on the ground. This contrasting identifies two gaps, one 
in resilience and another in opportunities. From there, we move to our analysis in an 
attempt to see what local social capacities/hazards lie in those informal settlements, and 
what could be capitalized on in order to prevent which dangers within the ward.
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3. aNaLysIs aPPrOacH
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Situated Paradox in Society
(Existing direction)

Underling Paradox in Disaster

2018

Research Questions Field Trip

Disaster Justice as a tool of upgradation:
"Under what conditions can collective models of risk

mitigation lead to more socially just urban environments?"

Alternative Direction
Proposals
based on exsisting condition

Existing Direction
Development direction
and exsisting condition

Transformational
Gap

Post Field Trip
Disaster Justice

Finding and Filling in
the Transformational Gap

Community capacity building interventions

Defining and Proposing

Research Methodology and Methods

3.1. From Paradox to Research

With the concept of the four lenses, situated paradoxes for the informal dwellers and 
underlying paradoxes in disaster will be examined; therefore, our research question will 
be framed. Based on the question, in order to identify Transformational Gap between 
Existing Direction and Alternative Direction in the contexts of Myanmar, especially Ward 
67, research methodology and methods will be developed.
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3�1�1� Reading paradox with four lenses

Fig�11� Process from paradox to research question
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Disaster Justice as a tool of upgradation:

"Under what conditions can collective models of risk mitigation
lead to more socially just urban environments?"
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Disaster happened
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The unnecessity of owning allows for
affordable dwelling spaces, but never
allows for the transition from house
to home because of the unknown
temporalities.

The lack of papers doesn’t allow for
any official housing or infrastructure
upgradation, but the certainty of the
absence of rights allows for more
freedom in the creation of makeshift
solutions on larger scales and longer
temporalities.

The existence of micro-economic
solutions is indigenously innovative,
but the lack of formal regulations
allows for the creation of monopolies
on basic services, no financial
stability, and high expenditure in
comparison to income.

The religious homogeneity of the
ward catalyses many collectives on
religious basis and occasions,
however it also leads to the exclusion
of thenon-religious and the different
preserving a non-diverse controlling
majority immune to non-religious
values.

Instead of dealing with risk and
disasters as problems that need
solving, disasters are looked at as
tools of eviction, which is the ultimate
social hazard in regards to livelihoods
and disrupting existing social
structures.

In cases of disasters, an ID based first
aid system is used to distribute first
aid, early recovery necessities, and
access to further reconstruction
funds. The lack of representation of
the urban poor means that the most
vulnerable will not benefit from such
steps at all.

Refusal to recognize collective forms
of saving as “Formal” by the state
leads to their lack of spreading,
which adds to the lack of sense of
belonging to land people have no
security in, all while access to neither
public nor private funds is available,
leading to the social hazard of
disrupting livelihoods through
eviction to overarch the scenario
again.

Monasteries, as religious spaces of
worship, are entitled to have basic
services and land tenure legally from
the state, which leads to the paradox
of having places of worship that are
-in the eyes of the law- of higher
status than the people they were
built for.

Research Question

Situated Paradox in Disaster period

Throughout research and fieldwork, the group was able to identify several paradoxes un-
derlying arguments looked at with each of the lenses it chose. These paradoxes highlight 
the necessity of developing alternative discourses and practices when it comes to the 
urban transitions and transformations. 
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solutions is indigenously innovative,
but the lack of formal regulations
allows for the creation of monopolies
on basic services, no financial
stability, and high expenditure in
comparison to income.

The religious homogeneity of the
ward catalyses many collectives on
religious basis and occasions,
however it also leads to the exclusion
of thenon-religious and the different
preserving a non-diverse controlling
majority immune to non-religious
values.

Instead of dealing with risk and
disasters as problems that need
solving, disasters are looked at as
tools of eviction, which is the ultimate
social hazard in regards to livelihoods
and disrupting existing social
structures.

In cases of disasters, an ID based first
aid system is used to distribute first
aid, early recovery necessities, and
access to further reconstruction
funds. The lack of representation of
the urban poor means that the most
vulnerable will not benefit from such
steps at all.

Refusal to recognize collective forms
of saving as “Formal” by the state
leads to their lack of spreading,
which adds to the lack of sense of
belonging to land people have no
security in, all while access to neither
public nor private funds is available,
leading to the social hazard of
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again.

Monasteries, as religious spaces of
worship, are entitled to have basic
services and land tenure legally from
the state, which leads to the paradox
of having places of worship that are
-in the eyes of the law- of higher
status than the people they were
built for.

Research Question

Research Question

After looking into the theory behind disaster risk mitigation in relation to social justice, 
especially that of Cutter, Verchick, Huang, and Laliemant, the group started to look at 
disasters as socio-economic phenomena that needed a wide framework beyond just the 
geographical and physical aspects. This framework had to take livelihoods into consid-
eration as Huang argued demolishing them would in itself lead to a disaster (2018). This 
needed grounding in the contrasting between the two recovery curves: The ideal, and 
the one in the slums. From this contrasting the question arose:

To look into that question, the group decided to focus on the existing social capacities 
within slums, link them to the urban transitions and transformations on the local level, 
and then demonstrate the ability to scale that up in relation to each of the lenses used 
to investigate the urbanscape of Myanmar in the first phase.
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3.1.3. Research Methodology & Method

Research methodology

Research method

Transect walk & Object mapping 
Tracing disaster risks and relevant objects on a map to il-
lustrate, draw, and share their locations, distributions and 
accesses with the community.

In-depth Interview & narratives
Preparations and responses the community have done to 
fire and flood cases were identified in individual and com-
munity scale by conducting interviews, both structured 
and improvised�

Focus group & informal group discussion 
Disaster risk mitigation strategies were examined in which 
the priorities and feasibilities the community consider 
were carefully focused. 
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Research Method

Transect walk & Object mapping
Tracing disaster risks and relevant objects on a map to
illustrate, draw, and to share their locations,
distributions and accesses with the community.

In-depth Interview & Narratives
Preparations and responses the community have done
to fire and flood cases were identified in individual and
community scale by asking a few structured and
unstructured questions.

Focus group & informal group discussion
Disaster risk mitigation strategies were examined in
which the priorities and feasibilities the community
consider were carefully focused.

Research Methodology

The focus of this research is tracing the trajectories and
narratives from different actors in the lens of
disaster, specifically concentrating to

- Identify cause of and response for disaster
- Establish priorities for processing and operations
- Build disaster risk mitigation strategies
- Perform data collection
- Organise and document a written proposal

On the field, the research methodology was made of three parts, the transect walk, the 
interviews, and the focus groups� These three parts allowed for a decent understanding 
of the existing social capacities, challenges, and different actors contributing to the for-
mation of the current urban scene. This led to grounded strategies that could be imple-
mented in the ward designed by the inhabitants and facilitated by the researchers. The 
feedback from presenting those strategies was taken into consideration when designing 
a bigger scale strategy that could capitalize on those proposals to reach a wider base. 
This was all in consistency with the four lenses the group started with, and all fed into 
the community’s resilience in the face of natural disasters. 
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Based on the research question, research methodology and research method, on-site 
research was conducted. Following the chapters, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, will show the findings 
of the research, proposal intervention in ward scale, and city scale. The three contents 
will be structured as three concepts: Existing Direction, Proposed Transformation and 
Transformational Gap, respectively.

Transition

Transition

Land
Citizenship

Finance
Urban Heritage

Existing Direction
2018 BUDD Field Trip

Transformational
GapFinding Paradox

Development direction
and exsisting condition

Transformation
Alternative direction
based on exsisting condition

Transformation
Alternative direction
based on exsisting condition

Land
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Finance
Urban Heritage

Finding Paradox
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Finance
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Finding Paradox

Transformational
GapTransformation

Alternative direction
based on exsisting condition

Transformational
Gap

Existing Direction
Development direction
and exsisting condition

Existing Direction
Development direction
and exsisting condition

2018 BUDD Field Trip

2018 BUDD Field Trip

Transition

Transition

Transition

Transition

3.1.3. Structure of Analysis Approach

Fig�12� Thee concepts structuring Analysis Approach

1. Existing Direction

2. Proposed Transformation

3. Transformational Gap
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3.2. Existing Directions

This sub-chapter will discover Existing Direction regarding current interventions in disas-
ter risks in Yangon in three levels, national, organisation and word levels. The analysis of 
the intervention in the first and second level will be undertaken through secondary re-
search while the last one, the ward level, will be conducted through primary research on 
the site and secondary research. The findings will be used in the following sub-chapter 
3.3 to materialise our interventions as Proposed Transformation for the country.
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3.2.1. Current Intervention Analysis
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3�2�1�1� From National-Level to Ward-Level interventions

national-level interventions

Myanmar is committed to disaster risk reduction as well as mitigation through numer-
ous laws. In order to meet up to such management responsibility, the government has 
systems and procedures in place at different levels according to the international devel-
opment frameworks, ranging from the national, to township, and wards. Though these 
laws greatly affect "squatters" and their settlements, there is a considerable lack of ref-
erence to such persons within environmental policy. In 2011, the Myanmar Disaster Pre-
paredness Agency was formed, taking systematic preparedness measures for disasters 
sweeping through the country from time to time. Besides, most laws stress the aspect 
of disaster risk mitigation. They emphasize the importance of strategies for lessening or 
mitigating the adversity of hazardous impacts and their scales. Engineering techniques, 
hazard-resistant construction, and environmental policies all play important roles.

Organization-level interventions

Numerous development organizations as well as the United Nations are actively seek-
ing to help reaching national development goal, improve the living conditions of the 
urban poor, as well as framing activities for the programs. The table 17 below displays 
the main institutions with contribution to the challenges coming with such recent de-
velopments�

Ward-level interventions

Ward level organizations and departments (ACCA, ACHR, AMA, CAN, WFW etc.) play an 
important role of implementing strategies from the bottom within the national and in-
ternational frameworks. These organizations hold activities and interventions to engage 
the communities especially the vulnerability with the development process. 

For a couple of years, the NGO Women for the World has been actively engaging with 
several of the saving group’s community members. The core philosophy of WFW is con-
stituted by the idea of participation. WFW deeply embedded within the culture of the 
Ward as they provide people with means to voice their priorities and allow for the design 
of responsive measures to problems. Whereas, government-based disaster risk reduc-
tion programs tend to fail serving the needs of communities and often cause communi-
ties to become more vulnerable, Women for the World bridges this gap. 

The table displays the actors that are mostly strive to catalyse formations of collabora-
tive people-centred partnerships in the Ward 67.  Through the support of DHUD, ACHR, 
CAN, and UCL, the complexity and contradictory trajectories of urban development for 
the poor, and the role of agencies and design process in the Ward 67 is grasped more 
easily.  
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3.2.2. On-site Analysis
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3.2.2.1. Case Study: Ward 67

One of more than 260 areas marked 
as “informal settlements” housing 
more than 40% of the population of 
the city, Ward 67 is located between 
two branches of the Yangon river in 
close proximity of the city centre. The 
ward contains more than 4000 house-
holds, the overwhelming majority of 
which have no papers registering their 
houses in the formal housing regis-
tration system, as they don’t own the 
land, nor do they have the sufficient 
personal documents to register own-
ership in the current legislative frame-
works�

This majority of houses is self-con-
structed with minimal resilience in 
terms of materiality, facing natural 
disasters, and preventing man-made 
disasters. On a slightly larger scale, 
the ward lacks proper infrastructure 
from the roads, to the irrigation and 
sewage systems, all the way to electricity, drinking water, and other basic infrastructure. 
Although the ward has a primitive address system, it is largely for internal use and is not 
recognized by the state. Basically, 4000 households are managing to survive with mini-
mal support from the state, organizations, or charities.

The resilience of the ward in the face of natural disasters is extremely fragile, and this 
fragility has been significantly amplified by the current socio-economic models ruling the 
ward. However, the genuine microeconomic solutions that evolved in the camp are nec-
essary to sustain life under the current circumstances, and the proposal capitalizes on 
them to further enhance the resilience of the ward, challenging those socio-economic 
models in the way.

Fig�16� Satellite picture of ward 67

Fig.17. Creek in ward 67
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3.2.2.2. Women for World & Saving Group

Saving 
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ni
sin
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Fig�18� Table of amount of saving

Fig�19� Work system of WfW & saving Group

The existing saving group consists units of families in, as an example, SeeSainShin and 
San Thit Sa (see Appendix 1 for more information). Every family save 1-2 dollars per week 
by women, and collect the money every week at their community centre. Members can 
get benefits from getting loans with very lower interest rates (around 2%), compared 
to bank rates (about 20%), without putting up any substantial collateral. The money is 
used to handle health issues, education and emergencies. The process of collecting is 
transparent, shown on posters (See Fig. 18) .It builds their solidarity. Women from the 
communities said they trust each other and the process increases community bonding. 

For this process, WfW gives technical support 
to communities and loans to saving groups. 
The saving groups can also borrow money from 
the organisations; however, its amount is limit-
ed to below a certain percentage of the saving 
groups’ income. After saving, the groups iden-
tify land and start doing construction works by 
themselves. As a further scheme, they would 
negotiate with private landowners and govern-
ment for more development scheme and for-
mal infrastructures� The whole process will be 
monitored by WfW. 
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3.2.2.3. Intervention Area

Through the walk and interview, we identified higher risk area in ward 67 regarding two 
main disasters: fire and flood. Despite the former disaster is everywhere, the area around 
which the electric towers (see Fig. 20) are located is considered as an area with a higher 
risk of fire. The latter one occurs along the creek, especially three areas, as illustrated in 
Fig� 21� From the overlap of the higher risk areas of both disasters, an area drawn in Fig� 
22 is determined as our intervention area.

Fig�21� Map of flood risk
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Fig�20� Map of fire risk
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Fig�22� Intervention area
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3.2.2.4. Risk Mitigation & Disaster Risk Reduction

Fig�23� Map of fire risk 
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Fig�24� Use of flammable materials and electric wire Fig�25� Use of candles & fire cooking inside of flammable 
housing

With the identification of the research area, in this sub-chapter will examine risk mitiga-
tion and disaster risk reduction undertaken by the communities. Risk mitigation is often 
defined as “vaccinating against future illnesses” and is a very interrelated concept with 
disaster recovery and the social conditions behind both of them. Through interviews to 
the communities, it was identified that the two risks, Fire and Flood, are recognised by 
them and there have been some responses to the both disaster risks. By tracing the nar-
ratives of the communities, the findings in terms of risk mitigation, first responses, and 
post disaster responses will be identified.

Analysis of the fire risk
The research area is under the electric towers which cause the rain of fire on the housing 
constituting flammable materials such as cardboard, wood and thatch. In addition to 
the tower, electronic cables causing the fire rain as well as the tower are everywhere in 
the area with touching trees and the flammable houses. The use of fire in the house is 
another element to increase the risk of fire. Since many households live in their houses 
with no electricity, candles are often used to light up and fire is mainly used for cooking. 
These conditions have led to the area having the highest risk of fire going through a 
whole area in other word, the fire risk is everywhere.
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Preperation Phase

Disaster Response of Community level for Fire

Disaster Response of Community level for Flood

Disaster  Phase Post-disaster Phase

Preperation Phase Disaster  Phase Post-disaster Phase

Individual Response

Fixing bridge using donation 
from 25 households

Fig.27. Water tank 

Fig�31� Hook being used to pull fire out

Fig�29� Community buying materials 

Fig�32� Repairing housings by the com-
munity itself

Fig�30� Sand & water bags

Fig�26� Preparation for & response to fire

Fig�28� Fire alarm tower

As preparation for fire risk, each house is supposed to equip water barrels (Fig.27), sand 
and water bags hanging next to the house to extinguish fire (Fig.30) and hooks to put 
out fires on roofs (Fig.31); however, they are not equipped in not every house, and as 
seen from Fig. 27 and 30, the quality of the preparation is not well enough. The initial 
response to fires is usually conducted throughout a series of fire alarm towers (Fig.28) 
that mobilize volunteers to put out fires by using the hooks, to avoid calling the fire sta-
tion at all cost as fires constitute legal grounds to evict people preventing them from re-
constructing their residences. As for the recovery phase, recovering from fires is strictly 
done on individual basis, where houses are self-built again by collecting its material by 
themselves (Fig. 29 and 32) unless a notice of eviction is issued by the state banning the 
residents from reconstructing.
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Analysis of the flood risk

A creek flowing right by the many houses especially in the research area has a higher risk 
of food as the level of the ground is lower than the other areas. Whilst, in a rainy season, 
flood happens three or four times, lower price of the land and a lack of space to build 
housings in Ward 67, there are many housings along the creek (Fig.33 and 34). The high-
er risk of flood is also caused by the situation that the flow of the creek has accumulated 
waste (Fig. 35) causing an increase in the water level, which is estimated to get worse 
since no existing cleaning activity for the creek.

Fig�34� Living in poor structured houses along the creek

Fig�33� Map of flood risk

Flood site

Ward 67 boundary
River

Interven�on area

Ward 67 boundary
River

Electric tower

Ward 67 boundary

Lower risk of fire

Higher risk of fire

River

Fig�35� Accumulation of waste brought by the creek & 
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Preperation Phase

Disaster Response of Community level for Fire

Disaster Response of Community level for Flood

Disaster  Phase Post-disaster Phase

Preperation Phase Disaster  Phase Post-disaster Phase

Individual Response

Fixing bridge using donation 
from 25 households

For the risk, communities enforce the structure of streets and by using sand bags (Fig.37) 
and strengthen the building structures by installing stronger materials such as zinc on 
the roof (Fig.40). When flood is happening, there technically is no response to the dis-
aster other than moving out from sinking houses to higher grounds for several hours or 
three days. The monastery (Fig.41) serves as a temporary shelter in this case for those 
displaced and in need. After the disaster, as a response to damages from it, the situation 
is not different compared to the case of fire, where individual response is the largest 
portion of the efforts in place, with nuances of collective efforts occasionally occurring 
such as fixing one of the wooden bridges by donations of 25 households, and such as 
water channels collective digging.

Fig�36� Preparation for & response to flood

Fig.37. Walls by sand bags / human 
activity

Fig�38� Street to which community 
escape from flood

Fig�39� Repairing housing by the com-
munity itself

Fig�40� Enforcing building structure by 
zinc roof

Fig�41� Monastery to which community 
escapes from flood

Fig�42� Bridge repaired when flood 
occurs
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3.2.2.5. Social Condition Analysis

Analysing the social conditions was done on three scales (Household-Subcommuni-
ties-Site) and in three contexts (Physical-Social-Economic). The findings strongly support 
the assumption of the socio-economic conditions supporting the weak resilience of the 
site against natural (or manmade) disasters.

The poor housing conditions in terms of materiality and hazard protection are evident at 
first sight, the lack of sustainable sources of electricity means life has to end by sunset, 
and the unbalance between income and expenditure is only asserted by the extremely 
high cost of the limited access to basic services the dwellers have (four hours /day of 
electricity on average, and costly access to drinking water).

On the sub-community level, the sub-community studied is one under high risk of both 
disasters, where one bridge in a very poor condition serves as a hub towards the out-
skirts of the site, and as a main path for the economic flow towards the ward. The area’s 
lack of public lighting due to the lack of governmental infrastructure makes walking the 
streets at night a large concern as well�

As for the site level, the high density imposed by the narratives of lack of space and by 
the neglect of all standards due to the lack of governmental supervision over housing 
conditions means that the hazard of large fires is ever present, especially with electric 
wires and towers that are strongly evident in the site. The relationship between the ward 
and its surroundings is a one-way relationship in which the ward is dependent on its sur-
roundings for a large portion of its daily needs, but barely supplies the surroundings with 
anything in return, and the monopolies on energy and water resulting from the micro 
economies that dominate the scene in the absence of governmental provision of servic-
es does not allow, as mentioned earlier, for any long term saving due to the burdens of 
the costs�

Physical 
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Household level
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Fig�43� Analysis of existing condition through three lenses & threes scales 1
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Fig�44� Analysis of existing condition through three lenses & threes scales 2

Fig�45� Section of existing condition
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3.2.3. Summary of Analysis
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3.2.3.1. Finding The Gap in Existing Transformation

Initial Resilience
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Looking at interventions and policies attempting to support/dismantle the ward in con-
trast to the localities of the ward renders the gap between the different perceptions and 
visions of the ward extremely clear. While the governmental narrative is clearly filled 
with flaws and issues that need to be addressed by the state before initiating any pro-
ductive conversation about the ward, other international development agencies and 
actors are not doing great in terms of taking the social capital into consideration in the 
master-planning proposals already available.

On the other hand, the social capital is close to being the only asset of the inhabitants of 
the ward, and dismantling it for any reason would form a disaster in itself as rebuilding it 
would be a challenge far greater than the rehousing of the ward inhabitants in case any 
of the already proposed scenarios go on to be achieved. A few non-governmental actors 
are active in the ward, but instead of attempting to bridge the gap between the different 
narratives, or of trying to increase the long-term resilience of the ward inhabitants, the 
focus of those actors largely goes to short term aid and response.

Fig�46� Transformational gap between existing top-down & bottom-up approaches
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3.3. Proposed Transformation

Based on the findings in the previous chapter, this sub-chapter will present our interven-
tion for the mitigation of two types of disaster risks, fire and flood, as Proposed Transfor-
mation, specifically the word level.
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3.3.1. From Vision to Strategy
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"Setting up conditions under which 
collective models of risk mitigation could lead to more socially just 

urban environments"

ScalabilitySafety Social justiceCollectivism

Site level
     - Raising awareness about the benefits of collective action
     - Upgrading the quality of life in both the private and public realms
     - Enhancing community bonds between members of the ward
City level
     - Challenging unjust socioeconomic models
     - Providing a consistent nationwide model of disaster risk mitigation

Ward-level upgradation throughout risk mitigation pilot projects
     - Solar power collective
     - Building bridge collective

Vision

Principles

Guidelines

strategies

The analysis provided evidence that social capital is more than capable of dealing with 
the challenges presented by the landscape and typologies given the proper financial re-
sources and practical frameworks. This has cultivated a sense of believe in this capital’s 
ability to face all aspects of risks, and not just the physical one. 

The vision of the group’s strategy emerged then as an attempt to set the proper con-
ditions for this capital to thrive. Collective models of risk mitigation already exist in the 
ward, and pockets of socially aware individuals and groups are always part of the scene. 
Furthermore, the collective model has been to some extent successful in primary re-
sponse to disasters in the ward, which provides solid evidence for the success of the 
model�

The move from the vision to the strategies on the ward level was prompted by sugges-
tions from the students, but all the other steps -though largely facilitated by the re-
searchers- were designed and shall be implemented by the residents themselves.

3.3.1. From Vision to Strategy
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3�3�1�1� Vision

Setting up conditions under which collective models of risk miti-
gation could lead to more socially just urban environments

The proposal revolves around two main sets of interventions, each tailored in accord-
ance with its scale and locality. The main purpose of the proposal is setting up conditions 
under which collective models of risk mitigation could lead to more socially just urban 
environments, whether on the site scale or on the national scale.

On the site scale, building on the existing social capital recognized in the field research 
and reports of previous years, the project aims at deploying mechanisms of collective 
financial and infrastructural capacity building to achieve a detailed step by step upgrada-
tion scheme facing some of the major risks in the urban-scape of informal settlements 
in the city.

As elaborated earlier, Risks identified in both the theoretical research phase and the 
field / post field research phase are not limited to the physical risks -mainly fires and 
floods- but extend to the social risks such the lack of safe public spaces and convenient 
accessibility tools linking informal settlements to their surroundings. In addition to that, 
they extend to the financial risks of income gaps, the weak individual capacity for saving, 
monopolies on some of the necessities, and others.

On the larger scale of the city/national level, revisiting the paradoxes of the four lenses, 
the proposal works in two parallel lanes, trying to capitalize on solving those paradox-
es in the first one, and on the collectives built on the site level in the second one. The 
reconciliation of both is done throughout an overarching strategy that would allow for a 
nationwide change in the discourse towards “informal settlements”.

3.3.1.2. Principles

- Safety
The most directly addressed value of the proposal should be the safety of the inhab-
itants of informal settlements. The conditions in which people are living are far from 
being describable as ‘humane’. Materials of which houses are built are highly flammable 
and adding the candles and the cooking fire to the combination makes things worse. 
Likewise, the preparations for floods are limited to enhancing the structures, allowing 
for water to enter the houses for days in some areas while the inhabitants just wait it 
out. Furthermore, the dense nature of the settlement allows for very little fire spreading 
preparation, and the lack of illumination of streets and public spaces necessarily means 
that life has to end by sunset and would not be safe to use after that time of the day.
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- Collectivism
Like most other informal urban-scapes, the notion of the collective exists in many forms, 
especially in line with traditional societal hierarchies, and the religious nature of a large 
portion of the inhabitants of the settlement. These collectives have had some very vis-
ible outcomes, but they are yet to be catalysed to become part of the culture of such 
urban spaces, especially the more vulnerable ones. In addition to that, these collectives 
are exclusive in their nature, and scaling them up to face larger non-physical risks is not 
feasible as they themselves are embedded in some of the causes of those risks -such as 
the monopolies on water and electricity. However, building on those collectives doesn’t 
contradict the principle of collective mobilization on the long term to face larger scale 
risks such as eviction. On the contrary, it facilitates promoting the concept while avoiding 
the negative aspects of the older social structures in a more just future.

- Scalability
The need for scalability stems from the complexity of risks and challenges faced by in-
formal settlements in the city. From the very household level all the way to the national 
level, attempting to have a unified logic behind the proposal on every scale allows for a 
smoother transformational gap, and allows for transition to be organically socially con-
siderate, as well as financially sane. More community focused alternatives to the exist-
ing collectives with better informed public about the demonstrated benefits of those 
collectives provides a good base if scalability is embedded in the design, which is what 
the group attempted to do in this proposal. Furthermore, embedding such collectives 
in higher negotiations around the security of the inhabitants necessarily means having 
them as an integral part of the social structure of informal settlements.

- Social justice
Although the struggle is pretty much universal all over the studied informal settlement in 
terms of challenges and risks, the socio-economic hierarchies still persist, and are dam-
aging the quality of life far more than they are improving it. The existence of monopolies 
on electricity and water, as well as a mob-style informal government of the ward have 
led over the years to an evident gap between the richest and the poorest, between the 
most powerful and the least powerful, and between the least vulnerable and the most 
vulnerable. This, then, is reflected on the national level in the uneven distribution of 
power, lack of recognition of the dwellers, and thus the lack of representation. However, 
the proposal does not aim to tackle those issues per say, but rather to demonstrate how 
small improvements on the social justice conditions of the dwellers would significantly 
affect their lives, creating a loop between those conditions and the people’s quality of 
life� 
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3.3.1.3. Guidelines

Site level:
- Raising awareness about the benefits of collective action
The first step towards any collective action that could span the entirety of the informal 
settlement has to be informing the inhabitants of the settlements about the benefits of 
forming a larger social and financial entity than their individual selves and the already 
existing collectives. This could be done throughout workshops, introductory sessions, or 
-for this proposal- by demonstrating the social and economic benefits with pilot projects 
with high visibility to potential members of future saving groups.

- Upgrading the quality of life in both the private and public realms
Although the ‘proxy-fication’ of disaster risk mitigation tools is strongly present in this 
proposal, this does not mean that the value of those tools should be any undermined in 
the process. In fact, successfully leveraging the quality of life of the inhabitants is a key 
guideline in guaranteeing and promoting the appeal of collective action over individual 
action, especially in an environment where most risk mitigation actions are taken indi-
vidually with not much scope for advancing such actions further.

- Enhancing community bonds between members of the ward
The visit to the first sites of SeeSainShin housing and San Thit Sa housing demonstrated 
the achievements of having strong community bonds on a small scale. Bonds of such 
scale exist to some extent in the ward, but where they exist is the rather safer areas, and 
generally their temporality is very limited, being mostly built by an individual initiative 
for a single purpose and vanishing with the achievement of that purpose� Trust in saving 
collectives is virtually non-existing due to previous incidents of theft and conducts of 
mistrust, but enhancing the bonds and maintaining transparency among the people of 
the informal settlement should stay at the centre of any collective process to cultivate 
trust and growth of participation.

City level:
- Challenging unjust socioeconomic models
Whether indigenous microeconomic models that form alternative solutions to the lack of 
service provinces in the ward, or whether macroeconomic policies and practices that are 
exclusionary in their nature and pose more pressure than they do comfort to the urban 
poor. The adjustments needed in the socioeconomic models governing the dynamics 
of the informal on several scales have been at the heart of designing the interventions, 
tackling every major aspect as possible, and utilizing local knowledge and dynamics in an 
attempt to localize the interventions to the furthest extent.

- Providing a consistent nationwide model of disaster risk mitigation
As a continuum of scalability, networking different community initiatives (whether col-
lectives or otherwise) is a key reflexive of the values and principles of this proposal. The 
proposal keeps in mind along every stage of its development the importance of having 
a modular model of urban transformation above all, one that can be extended, grouped 
and regrouped, and easily connected to others like it. This modularity is utilizable when 
tackling the national scale to provide consistent grounds for upgradation in any case 
whether regarding this locality or otherwise.
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3.3.1.4. Strategy & Intervention Framework

Fig.47. Existing solar panel

Fig�48� Existing wooden bridge

Fig�49� Pilot projects

Ward-level upgradation throughout risk mitigation pilot projects
- Solar power collective
- Building bridge collective 

Strictly positioning ourselves as facilitators, the overar-
ching strategy is a ward-level upgradation throughout 
risk mitigation pilot projects. The local context is rich in 
its makeshift solutions that originated as a workaround 
to the lack of basic services, and the experience locals 
had in those solutions is essential for any proposal to be 
localized to the context.
This overarching strategy evolves into two strategies 
on different scales; A solar power collective providing 
cheaper electricity to households and public spaces on a 
small scale of around ten houses each, and a larger col-
lective of around 25 households that capitalizes on an 
already existing collective dealing with a critical bridge 
connecting the ward to its surroundings, strengthening 
it against floods and connecting it to a main road.

The proposal was entirely developed by the local partners from the community, involv-
ing many sub-communities including “The Funeral Service”, “Yami Yapa”, the local saving 
group, and many others. Our role was strictly limited to demonstrating successful mod-
els they could follow, and facilitating meetings between different actors of the commu-
nity to assure defying the challenges imposed by cooperation between different actors 
from the very beginning.
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3.3.2. Intervention
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3.3.2.1. Detail of Intervention1: Solar power collective

Building Solar Saving Group

The concept is that ten houses can contribute to a saving trust to buy the necessary 
equipment to build a solar powered electricity source, diversifying the sources of power 
in the ward, and providing a cheap alternative to the current privately held generators.

Furthermore, the set up of the solar panels will require a stronger physical structure 
than the ones existing right now, which allows for setting that structure as a condition to 
join the collective, overseen by diverse actors to make sure only eligible houses qualify 
for the project, catalysing a physical upgradation of the house.

Finally, the lighting of public spaces will result with an extension of the daily activity 
times to include post-sunset, which was not feasible before for reasons discussed in the 
analysis. This extension to the socio-economic public realm will provide necessary expo-
sure for the project to become a reproduceable pilot project spanning the ward�

Proposed Electricity Supply

Fig�51� Proposed Electricity Supply

Less fire hazards
- Less electric wire
- No candle
- Potential for electric cooking range

24 hours sufficient supply

Existing Electricity Supply

Fig�50� Existing Electricity Supply

Generator
Fire hazards
- Poor electric wire
- Candle Electricity expenditure-$$$   

- 200 kyats/day
- 350 kyats/day (light+TV)

4 hours supply
“Insufficient supply & 
frequent shut down”
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Phase 1. Finding key Actors

Phase 2. Creating Saving Group

Phase 3. Supporting Saving Group

Phase 4. Implementation

Phase 5. Connecting Saving Groups

Fig�52� Process of Solar Saving Group

mobilising Process (10 households collective)

Support Support

+

    Community Leader

  Meeting for Saving Group

              Solar Saving Group

       Buy & Collect Materials

Project

ProjectProject

Project

    Construction & Installment

Existing Saving Group  Funeral Service

The resources needed as explained in the next page will be gathered by the mobilization 
of the existing saving group and the funeral services collective. The installation of solar 
power panels will require a physically capable structure of doing so, which will catalyze a 
physical upgradation of the houses. Furthermore, the process of mobilization would not 
exclude the holders of the monopoly, on the contrary, it aims at getting them involved 
and voluntarily retire their networks by contributing to a more inclusive network that 
renders the old model unnecessary.

mobilising Process Diagram
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Fig�53� Solar Saving Group

Central battery

Public 
space

Street

Solar Saving Group: Budget Plan (1Year Plan) 

10 households' saving plan can be realised within one year saving. Each household needs 
to save about 280KS per a day. It can be saved from reducing betel or cigarettes expend-
iture. And one year later, the owners can save 350KS per a day with saving electricity 
expenditure� 

Electricity expenditure

Saving Plan for 10 Households

- 1 day electricity fee : 350KS / 1 house ( Light + TV )
- 1 year electricity fee : 127,750KS / 1 house
  ( $94.6 / 1 house, 1USD = 1,350MMK)
- 10 houses’ 1 year electricity fee : 1,277,500KS / 10 houses
  ( $946 / 10 house, 1USD = 1,350MMK)

*After 1 year Saving group can save around $100 a year

Aim Budget Total : $760 / 10 houses ($76 / 1 house)
  (40Ah / house - Light + TV, Solar panels / Batteries / Inverters)
- 1 day Saving : 281.1KS / 1 house  ($76 = 102,600KS, 102,600/365 = 281.1)
- 1 week Saving : 1,967.7KS / 1 house (281.1 X 7 = 1,967.7KS = $1.458)

* Betel or Cigarettes expenditure : 300KS / 1 day (WfW, 2018)

Solar Saving Group
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3.3.2.2. Detail of Intervention1: Building Bridge Collective

Fig�54� Existing Bridge Supply

• Wooden bridge
• Built 5 years ago
• 3 times repair
• Donated by 25 households
• Feel unsafe to cross
• Poor construction management
• Many construction waste

Fig�55� Proposed Bridge Supply

• Solid structured bridge
• Safe pedestrian way
• Well managed construction
• Clean-up of waste

Building Bridge Saving Group

Existing bridge in the research area is made by wood, built 5 years ago. Its financial 
resource was donated by 25 households, mostly living around the bridge. While the ac-
cessibility between areas spanned by the bridge has development, the wooden bridge 
makes those crossing it feel unsafe due to its poor structure, leading three times of 
wreck by floods and repairs by themselves within the five years. Its poor constructions 
management also cause an accumulation of many construction waste, bringing higher 
food risk� 

To address this situation, through structuring saving group, the construction of solid 
structured bridge, having safer pedestrian way, will be achieved. Its construction process 
will be managed by the members of the group with advices from the expert, resulting in 
clean-up of waste in the creek; thus, lower fool risk.

Proposed Bridge Supply

Existing Bridge Supply
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Phase 1. Finding key Actors

Phase 2. Creating Saving Group

Phase 3. Supporting Saving Group

Phase 4. Implementation

Phase 5. Connecting Saving Groups

Fig�56� Process of Building Bridge Saving Group

mobilising Process (25 households collective)

Suggested mobilising process is divided into five phases (see Fig. 56). Firstly, Finding 
key actors complements the weekness of the 25 households capacity, especially for the 
mobilization of power and proper saving methods or schemes. From second phase, Key 
actors’ meeting, they can set up a new saving group basing on the diverse conditions, 
and it can be supported by existing saving groups to revise its direction. Implementation 
phase could be a catalyst to encourage around 300 bridge users’ participation to donate, 
construct, or maintain the bridge. After the poroject, this saving group will become an 
entry point to organise other saving groups to address larger scale of projects.

mobilising Process Diagram

25 Residents WfW

Support

+

    Community Leader

  Meeting for Saving Group

Bridge Building Group

       Buy & Collect Materials

Project

ProjectProject

Project

    Construction & Installment

Existing Saving Group

           300 Household 
Support
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Bridge Saving Group

Fixing Bridge Expenditure

- 1 Time fixing cost : 400,000 ~ 500,000KS ($296.3 ~ 370.4) 
- 25 Households donate the cost: 16,000 ~ 20,000KS
  ($11.9 ~ 14.8)

* If they spend this expenditure 8 times more, 
   they will be spent $2400. 

Fig.57. Bridge Saving Group

Connection of 
transportation

Emergency route Economic 
entrance

Child-friendly 
faces

Saving Plan for 25 Households (1Year Plan)

Aim Budget Total : $2400 / 25 houses ($96 / 1 house)
  (Solid Bridge)

- 1 day Saving : 355.1KS / 1 house  ($96 = 129,600KS, 129,600/365 = 355.1)
- 1 week Saving : 2,485KS / 1 house (355.1 X 7 = 2,485.7KS = $1.841)
- Their Saving Capacity : 500KS / 1 house weekly

* Betel or Cigarettes expenditure : 300KS / 1 day (WfW, 2018)

Building Bridge Saving Group: Budget Plan

25 households' saving plan can be realised within one year saving. Each household needs 
to save about 350KS per a day. It can be saved from reducing betel or cigarettes expend-
iture and other donations. And one year later, the households can save fixing bridge 
expenditure between 400,000 to 500,000KS. 
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3.3.2.3. Expectations of the interventions in Ward 67

As explained in the principles guiding the strategies, scalability lies in the modularity of 
the proposed models� Both the solar panels saving group and the bridge saving group 
could be utilized to fulfil other infrastructural, or economic, or social needs. The differ-
ence in scale allows for different scales of interventions as well (e.g. The solar panels 
collective could then be pivoted into irrigation channels creation as this only needs a 
handful of full-time workers over a medium term to cover the entire ward, while the 
bridge collective could focus on paving and post-disaster infrastructure recovery as its 
size would allow it to allocate funds for larger projects).

The vision dictates that the projects achieved by both collectives be of high visibility in 
order to attract as many participants as possible. The accumulation of participants con-
tributing small amounts of money/knowledge/practice allows for gradually larger/faster 
upgradation of the ward, as explained in the ‘saving groups’ chapter.

The question posed here is ‘should the groups grow bigger, or should people form new 
smaller groups as they want to participate’, and the answer by the community members 
was ‘they should create more saving groups’ to allow for more flexibility in terms of de-
cision making, as more groups mean more decentralization, thus diversifying decision 
making to cover as many challenges as possible over a shorter time, and varying scales.

The next challenge hence is the overarching risk of eviction. For this purpose, a next 
step on the ward-level is required to provide sufficient social and financial infrastructure 
to face this risk� The step proposes a network of saving groups of various scales that 
function as a ‘saving group of saving groups’. Using the same mechanism that applies to 
individuals in small saving groups, a larger entity would allow for different saving groups 
to take loans of each other’s, allowing for the following:

- Financial power redistribution: by giving the more vulnerable parts of the ward access 
to the funds of the more financially stable parts of the ward for community projects, and 
with feasible conditions that get funnelled back into development of the ward.

- Further community rapprochement: as it will be in the interest of every actor to have 
the quality of life of the loaned groups upgraded in order to pay back their loans.
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Fig�58� Analysis of future condition through three lenses & threes scales
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- Larger scale projects: providing grounds for negotiations on community land trusts or 
land sharing models with the state, as the necessary financial infrastructure would be in 
place to arrange for a land purchase�
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Fig�59� Expected condition

Fig�60� Expected section after intervention
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3.4. Transformational Gap

Through the examination of Existing Transformation and Proposed Transformation, this 
sub-chapter will identify Transformational Gap between the two transformations. The 
identified gap will be analysed though Recovery Curve (see Fig.11), and then an interven-
tion with using four lenses (see p.17) aiming to fulfil the gap and achieve disaster justice 
(see P. 20) will be proposed.
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3.4.1. Filling Gap through Recovery Curve with Using Four Lenses to Achieve Disaster Justice

As elaborated in previous chapters, the current recovery curve does not allow to en-
hance the resilience of “informal settlements dwellers” as exclusionary practices and 
policies leaves little to no space for building over the initial resilience in the case of any 
disaster�

However, reconciling the lenses of the national level analysis and the site level analysis, 
a comprehensive strategy is proposed capitalizing on the state capacity to provide in cer-
tain aspects contemplating the capacity of the community rather than replacing it while 
redistributing existing actors and their programmes (see Fig. 63 - 65).

The proposal is centred around the capacity building abilities on site levels, where com-
munity trusts and saving groups could layout the foundation of each of the steps of re-
covery (Response, early recovery, housing reconstruction, infrastructure reconstruction, 
in addition to enhancing the initial resilience by building back better, and reformative 
recovery adapting to the possibilities of various risks and disasters).

State reforms required to achieve this step are not as radical as national policy changes, 
but they pave the way for the integration of “informal settlements” in the state agenda 
rather than the current situation that overlooks them and doesn’t identify them as hous-
ing complexes, thus depriving them of the very essentials of thriving.

Initial Resilience

More Resilient Future

Reformative
Recovery

Build
Back
Better

Recovery
/ Reconstruction

Early RecoveryResponse

Community-led
Capacity Building

1. Trust building
2. Saving group

Community
Capacity Build

Resilience Of Household / Community / Society
Transformational Gap

Top-down
Approaches
Government-led
Capacity Building

(I)NGO-led
Development plans

Fig�61� Filling transformational gap from top-down & bottom-up approaches (Disaster group, 2018)
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Going back to the first stage, the loop of transformational and transitional practices 
flawed with the situated paradoxes found in the analysis needed to be shifted. This shift 
in the form of a transformational gap aims at altering the current discourses utilizing 
these very paradoxes and contradictions within the ward.

Every intervention on every scale is aimed at reinforcing the resilience of the inhabitants 
of the ward� The strategies on the ward level tackle the situated paradoxes within the 
ward� The strategies on the larger scales feed into the loop throughout tackling the larg-
er paradoxes as well as other flaws in the arguments of the current discourse.

The steps:

Step 1 - Initial Response / heritage
The use of the monastery on site as a temporary refuge space from disasters such as 
floods could be capitalized on further. It is safe to assume that informal settlements of 
the city house religious environments and spaces in many forms, and enhancing the 
resilience of those spaces of religious significance would allow for such spaces to be the 
main foundation of recovery in cases of emergency.
Role of social capacity: In addition to members helping each others, the collectives form 
a social structure that’s already in place for first response. Whether financially or socially, 
the socio-economic relations of the members and their perception in the community 
could be utilized to form the financial power and human power needed to set the herit-
age sites as response centres in cases of reoccurring disasters�

Step 2 - Early Recovery / Citizenship
Enhancing the recognition of the dwellers does not necessarily mean instantly radically 
reforming the citizenship policies of the state. Recognition -though partial on a much 
smaller scale- could be achieved throughout state representatives within the ward, such 
as the administration office within ward 67. These offices have the potential to be hubs 
of support from both governmental and non-governmental institutions and organiza-
tions, and allowing for access to initial citizenship rights throughout such hubs would 
allow for truly inclusive, diverse support from aid providers.
Role of social capacity: The saving groups and community trusts could form a base level 
for the records of the people of the ward. Furthermore, this could be a solution for aid 
accessibility for the urban poor as such groups require no minimum entry requirements.

Step 3 - housing Reconstruction / land
Revisiting the concept of affordability in the context of affordable housing, acknowledg-
ing the housing capabilities of informal settlements would relief the state from a lot of 
pressure over the needed housing units in the current narratives. However, for the state 
to be able to capitalize on this several steps would be needed, such as the urgent need 
to identify different land owners in the governmental sector, and including the dwellers 
in the census. Providing the land security to dwellers would be critical for any long term 
development plans that would not cause the disaster of dismantling the livelihoods and 
social structures already in place in informal settlements, and addressing the proxy of 
land security as an exclusionary practice could very well be the first step into achieving 
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that. Role of social capacity: Models such as community land trusts or land sharing could 
be pragmatically instrumentalized by the state to achieve cheaper upgradation to the 
threshold of “the formal”. However, neither those models nor the simple recognition of 
land security is realistically achievable without a financial return, which is where building 
the collective financial capacity could be very handy.

4 - Infrastructure Reconstruction / Finance
Proving the community’s financial capabilities informally throughout community trusts 
and saving groups should be looked at as a highly credible mean of paying back loans to 
financial institutions -whether governmental or not- as the risk of defaulting is divided 
on a large number of people contributing small affordable amounts of funds. Such a 
change in the perception of the financial capabilities of the “informal”, combined with 
recognition and security would allow for the building of much-needed truly sustainable 
infrastructure in an urban context where expenditure over maintenance and constant 
reconstruction is much higher than it should be due to the lack of access to finance.
Role of social capacity: Linking to the previous two paragraphs, having an informal al-
ternative economy that proves to be efficient and credible is a huge incentive for state 
institutions and the private sector to invest in the infrastructure of the “informal settle-
ment” as it proves long-term returns whether on the political or the financial aspects of 
the context�

- Further steps:
The steps towards a more resilient future require more than social capacity, as it involves 
expertise that are not available on the level of the site, and as it requires a change of pol-
icy on the long-term to incorporate the “informal” as another type of urban rather than 
as the devious representation of everything wrong with the city in the state narrative, as 
well as in that of the private sector and several of the international development agen-
cies working in the city. Having social capacity as the foundation of each step, and fulfill-
ing each step building on that capacity will not change in building up further steps, but 
expertise from organisations such as ACHR and WfW, combined with overall planning 
schemes that take the socio-economic hazards as a risk with disastrous potentials, and 
look at maintaining livelihoods as an essential part of any future development. All of the 
above eventually contributes to better disaster justice, and shifts the power between 
actors and redistribution of existing actors and programmes, maintaining the flexibility 
of programs and interventions applied in the ward, and allowing for their outcomes to 
be funnelled back into the first four steps as disasters in informal settlements are reoc-
curring events that cannot be dealt with on a singular-phenomenon basis.
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4. COnClUDInG REmARkS
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4�1� Conclusion

The proposal examines at different levels and scales of the infor-
mality in Myanmar, and specializes in the informality of Yangon, 
using the super lens of disaster risk mitigation to navigate the 
cracks of the power relations within the context. The several para-
doxes highlighted along the way are used as proxy to demonstrate 
both the ability and the potentials of change.

Such abilities lie in the originality of methods of adaptation on the 
site level, and in the readiness for a true transformation on the 
nation and city levels. Bridging the gap between the three using 
disasters justice as a tool of enhancing social justice was the focus 
of the report, predicting that if the steps of the proposal were to 
happen, it would create a valid incentive for nationwide reform 
for all actors involved�

The work was largely limited by the political nuances of the set-
ting. The state -although heading towards political and economic 
openness- is not yet ready to integrate local socio-economic mod-
els into its urban planning policies as they do not reflect the west-
ern notion of a developed country. The notion of urban devel-
opment is largely synonymous with master-planning rather than 
urban planning derived from the already existing capitals.

The challenges of achieving the proposal lie mainly in the ability to 
initiate a network of collectives on the site - and later city - level, 
and in the willingness of the different state actors to change their 
perspective of informality to become an asset rather than a can-
cer in the city. Such challenges will be key not only in this propos-
al, but in any proposal to achieve a transformational gap changing 
the current direction.

However, answering those challenges would very much address 
the mentioned paradoxes as well as other flaws in the current rul-
ing arguments. The usage of disaster justice as a tool of upgrada-
tion is in itself a paradox designed to demonstrate the ability of 
paradoxes in good will, where the argument is a risky situation 
overarching the livelihoods of people as well as their conditions, 
and the paradox is the flaw interrupting this pessimistic narrative 
to achieve a better overall living experience.

Although this proposal does elaborate on incentives for the state 
and private actors to support it, it remains highly debatable that 
they actually would. The question thus is how to get the most pow-
erful actors on the map to join the efforts to upgrade informal set-
tlements without dismantling the social assets they behold? How 
to include international powers that are eager to have a piece in 
the urbanscape of the city involved in such a transformation? H
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4.2. Personal Reflection

The first of the two of the radical changes enabled by working on this report are read-
justing our positions as practitioners in development to become elaborators/technicians 
rather than designers imposing solutions on contexts to which we are strangers. Not 
knowing the nuances of the context hence was no more a problem as our job was to lay 
out the possible paths after each decision was taken, and occasionally providing techni-
cal consultancies and successful case studies�

The second is the realization that no matter how unequal the distribution of power is, no 
matter how absent social justice is, people in any context will work on finding suitable al-
ternatives. Redefining our perception of the term “Resilience” was probably the biggest 
outcome we could gain out of drafting this proposal, especially as we saw indigenous 
genuinely creative solutions for fundamental issues that minimalised the effect of those 
issues to a far extent�

We considered our job - in the proposal generally and in the fieldtrip specifically - to be 
a demonstration of what collective capitalization on the local “Resilience” could achieve. 
Such a demonstration is not specific to the local communities, but extends further to 
reach every other actor involved in the complexity of the urban context of Yangon, prov-
ing resilience is an asset that is truly hard to establish, but once established, could pro-
vide the means for a smooth city-wide upgradation that is as localized as any upgrada-
tion could get.

The role of a professional such as an architect is to learn what is valuable in the tradition, 
culture and local experience of people and try to find ways in which improvement can be 
made… herewith, the notion of risk refers to the control of future ills in the present (CAN)
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6.1. SeeSainShin & San Thit Sa Housing Projects

Fig.67. Map & section of SeeSainShin Housing 

See Sain Shin is one of the pilot housing projects organised by WFW located in the north-
west of Yangon rural area. The community centre of See Sain Shin is a good gathering 
place. The saving group will collect money every week to finish their housing upgrading 
projects in the community center, and such process is already mature. They use the 
micro finance funding mechanism with the interest rates of 1.7/month. This project has 
started in 2017 near the creek. The houses are close to each other and there are no back 
roads in between. The many indoor upgrading process, such as adding floors and roof in-
sulations, has been undergone in the most houses, and outdoor/public spaces, including 
the community center and house entrances, has been built in 2018. 

Nevertheless, negative aspects can be seen. The narrow gaps between the back of hous-
es may lead to a rapid expansion of the fire range. Because of the poor sewage system 
lacking a link to the creek, the piles of rubbish along the gutter can also maximise flood-
ing risks ahead of the rainy season. Moreover, the wires are disorderly arranged over the 
roof, which would easily cause spark and fire. 

SeeSainShin housing

As another example in which WfW works for saving groups, We visited SeeSainShin and 
San Thit Sa housing projects in Hlaing Thar Yar Township on the first day of this field 
trip� 
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Fig.73. Narrow backspace causing accu-
mulation of waste

Fig.70. Community centre

Fig.71. Electric wire going through area

Fig.72. Creek causing flood 

Fig�68� Upgradation of outside in individual ways

Fig�69� Upgradation of inside 
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San Thit Sa Housing is located 5 minutes walk from See Sain Shin. They are close so 
that people can help, monitor, and learn from each other� According to the possible 
risks conditions from See Sain Shin housing, San Thit Sa started construction works in 
2018 and changed some of the housing standards. They widened the space of each 
row but narrowed the room space. The room height has been increased to fit further 
indoor space upgrading� 

Apart from the positive changes, negative aspects exist in the saving and construction 
process. As the land size become wider, the estimated cost for each house raises as 
well as the total budget, although the population is less than See Sain Shin. The in-
door upgrading process hasn’t finished so that this community does not have enough 
savings to build a community centre. Although the gutter as been reinforced and 
wires are neatly arranged, this process just started after they have done housing con-
structions in this area. After building up San Thit Sa housing, the saving groups found 
new cheap land near these two sites; however, it is under the electricity tower. In oth-
er words, this  new project would be exposed to high risks of disaster especially fire.

San Thit San housing

Fig.74. Map & section of San Thit San Housing 
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Fig.75. Upgradation of interior Fig.76. Sand bags preventing flood

Fig.77. Less upgradation of outside

Fig.78. New project site under electricity tower
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Fig.79. Comparison between two sites and common livelihood
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Fig�80� Interview map

The map shows where we conducted interview to identify preparations and responses the 
community have done to fire and flood cases in individual and community scale. In addition 
to 22 interviews to the community on the map, several extra interviews were done outside 
of our research area. Remarkable quotations are illustrated below. 

6.2. Interview Site & Quotation
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Quotation from interviews 

• “Since most community came from Ayawadi Division, they know how to be pre-
pared for flood *(*⓪: Community Leader).”

• “I, even my husband, have no idea about equipments for flood (⑩: Housewoker).”
• “I know how to equip for flood, but I want to spend my money on my children’s 

education and an expansion of my business (⑧: Owner of water generator).”
• What I can do when flood occurs is only to escape to the main street and stay for 

3-4 days until the water goes out (⓪: Man living in another higher flood risk area).”
• “I know the existence of fire towers, but I don't know where they are exactly locat-

ed (Man living in the research area).”
• “If flood damages my house, I have to repair it by myself. There is no one inspecting 

its condition (⓪. Man living in another higher flood risk area).”
• “I will ask my neighbours if they can help with the house maintenance after floods, 

and I pay them  5000-10000 kyats per day. (②. housekeeper)
• “If fire occurs, we extinguish the fire collectively (②. housekeeper).
• “In case of fire, we can call a fire-fighting truck, but we don’t want to do so because 

the government will know about that (④: shop owner).
• “If fire happens, we would be given an eviction notice (④: shop owner).

* (Number from the map: occupation)
* ⓪ shows quotations from data from outside of the research area
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Fig�81� Transect walk map day 1
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6�6� Discussion regarding 'Disaster Risks' with YTU

Fig�84� The perception of the term of 'Risk' with YTU stutents

Fig�85� Developing ideas for disaster risk reduction from YTU stutents
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6.7. Discussion with community members in Ward 67

Fig�86� Participant map and discussion contents for Fire risk with Ward 67 residents
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